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Warning: This story is not for the squeamish.
Say you lose a finger. And let’s assume you’ve elevated your injured hand and 

compressed the blood flow. If a digit or other body part is dangling or detached, 
your body kicks into damage control and floods the wound with blood clots—the 
semisolid stuff of scabs—which will further limit blood flow; in time, they’ll 

harden up and fill in while you heal. 
Trouble is, all that clotting works against the doc who’s stitching you back together. Because 

pretty soon, your hand has already cut its losses, so to speak, and said “peace out” to that finger. 
With all that clotting hindering blood flow, the re-stitched digit can die. 

Drugs can stop the clotting, but those have side effects. So what’s a doc to do? 
Send in the parasitic worms!
Leeches have been used by healers dating at least as far back as ancient Egypt, 2,500 years 

ago. Today, the parasites at the UPMC Presbyterian inpatient unit (a European species known as 
Hirudo medicinalis) are all too happy to latch onto reattached body parts, skin grafts and trans-
planted tissue. (They’re also helpful for people with circulation problems caused by diabetes.) 
Once there, leeches hold onto the patient’s skin using sucker-tipped faces and sucker-tipped tails. 

And then? Chow time, to the tune of five times their body weight (15 milliliters, or about a table-
spoon, of blood).

Each leech has three jaws that leave a tiny Y-shaped wound—but no scar. Leeches secrete more 
than 50 different proteins: Some are numbing, some help widen blood vessels and some quash 
clotting. Altogether, this super saliva works better than a lot of drugs. In fact, leeches are so effec-
tive at this job that they’re approved by the Food and Drug Administration as a medical device. 

Not bad for a blood-sucking fiend.   —Elaine Vitone

Thanks to Pitt’s Alfred L’Altrelli (PharmD ’06), administrative director of pharmacy at UPMC  
Presbyterian and adjunct professor of pharmacy at Pitt, for helping us latch onto this topic.  
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Unless otherwise noted, for information: 
Michael Downs at 412-648-9059  
or mld139@pitt.edu

SENIOR AWARDS CEREMONY
MAY 20, 3 P.M.
Soldiers & Sailors Memorial Hall  
& Museum

SCOPE AND SC ALPEL
MAY 21, 7:30 P.M.
MAY 23, 3 P.M.
August Wilson Center
For information:  
engage.pitt.edu/project/25510

SCHOOL  OF MEDICINE 
COMMENCEMENT
MAY 24, 11 A.M.
Petersen Events Center

W HITE COAT CEREMONY
AUGUST 8, 10:30 A.M.
Carnegie Music Hall

HOST A STUDENT!
FALL–WINTER
Help Our Students Travel (HOST) is 
MAA’s new program to support fourth-
year Pitt Med students through inter-
views for residency. We’ll match stu-
dents with interested alumni based on 
location, institution and program. The 
program will help determine the safest 
ways to connect during the pandemic. 
To register: http://pi.tt/HOST

To find out what else is happening at  
the medical school, visit health.pitt.edu 
and maa.pitt.edu
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Honk if you love leeches! Let’s hear it for medicinal parasites!




